Your future in
green energy
software
Workplace: Pullach / München

With our solutions, Alelion has saved thousands of tons of CO2 and the potential is still very high.
Doing more for the environment is one of our driving forces and something we want you to love.
We now occupy a world-leading position by selling lithium ion-based energy storage systems to the
largest truck manufacturers in the world. We stabilize the European power grid and trade on EPEX
since July 2015. Our algorithms secure us an outstanding position in the energy storage industry.
Since June 2016, we are listed on Nasdaq First North and face a very exciting future. We are 43
employees in Sweden and Germany, but now need to be more. If you want to work as a software
developer in a fast-paced environment where you can improve the world, then this is for you.

Your Work
You develop software for our devices and servers

You develop Docker-based microservices

You rapidly prototype with Python, node.js and whatever works best

You live DevOps – from specification all the way to operations and back

You make our high-security, high-availability cloud architecture evolve

You improve and create algorithms for forecasting and optimization

You work in sprints with others who love the latest technology

Your profile
You are







a passionate software developer
You love making something worthwhile work
You care for the world and those around
You are passionate about programming
You enjoy the process of creation
You always learn about the latest technology
You are pragmatic and use what works

Your perspectives
We offer an exciting challenge in a highly motivated team - with flat hierarchies, quick
decisions and lasting impact - as well as a workplace right outside Munich in the beautiful
Isartal with excellent public transport. Home office days are supported, of course.

Curious? Please send your CV, salary expectation and possible start date to: career@caterva.de
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